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Reference for Bradley Beach.

I am a Program Manager for a Global Injection molder; I have tool making, and process engineering
experience.
I worked with Brad on a very large scale, complicated program. Bradley designed the most integral part of
the system. The part was an absolute success.
There were multiple parts that needed interface with the integral part.
Brad was able to take a 2-D concept, develop a 3_d solid, give direction and receive input during
development looking at DFM, DFA, and DFQ issues all in mind as the design was being developed with
this and all other mating parts.
The over all design cycle from concept, develop, prototype, adjust, to completion was 4 months, Brads
portion was always ahead of schedule, then taking the time to assist team members develop their portion so
Brad could confirm his part interface and complete the task.
Above Brad’s excellent ability as a designer is his delightful demeanor, you will find him extremely
intelligent with a sense of humility, eagerness to work with the entire team, with the goal of providing not
only what is asked for, but to give you what you need. At times in the rapid development of a program the
design can have volatile areas of difficulty. It has been my experience that Brad can identify, and
productively provide a solution to an alternate design approach staying within design intent.
It is my personal and professional opinion that Brad Beach would be a strong asset on any design team. Any
employer with the opportunity to acquire Brad will see great benefit to the depth their corporation with Brad
as a Key Contributor.
Sincerely
Joel Remillard
UPG-Gladewater
Email: Jremillard@UPGintl.com
Mobile (903) 530-4358
Home office
(903) 561-0974

